
Limitation of Liability: These paragraphs define our responsibility with respect to the 
Inspiration in the Aegean 2023 Workshop. Payment of your deposit represents your acceptance 
of the following terms and conditions: 

Judith Grodowitz / Inspiration in the Aegean shall not be liable for: (a) expenses such as 
lodging fees and meals, airline or ferry schedule expenses or changes, canceled flights, missed 
flight connections or by other factors not under her control; (b) expenses incurred in recovering 
luggage lost by airlines, belongings left behind on a trip, or in shipping purchases or other goods 
home from abroad; (c) bodily injury or property damage for any reason, including but not 
limited to acts of God, weather, quarantines, strikes, civil disturbance, theft, default, detention, 
annoyance, changes in government regulations, terrorism, pandemic, war, or failure of 
conveyance to arrive or depart as scheduled, etc., and during daily workshop activities.  

Judith Grodowitz reserves the right to take photographic or film records of workshop classes and 
events, and may use any such records for promotional and/or commercial purposes. 

Judith Grodowitz/Inspiration in the Aegean reserves the right to decline to accept or to restrain 
from further participation any person it judges to be incapable of meeting the rigors and 
requirements of participating in the activities, or any person whose actions or deportment 
impede workshop operation or the rights, welfare or enjoyment of other workshop participants. 
No refunds will be made, other than those described in the Registration Page. 

Workshop Students Responsibilities: Students have the responsibility to participate in class 
activities appropriate to their abilities. Please discuss workshop demands with Judith Grodowitz 
or the workshop registrar prior to registering, should you have any specific concerns.  

Students are held responsible for being in sufficient good health to undertake the workshop. 
Be aware that the walking streets of Folegandros are uneven and irregular, and that the 
workshop studio is not wheelchair accessible, and has a hard surface floor (marble). The final 
day of class involves a hike with some rugged terrain. Students with concerns about hiking 
difficulties have the option of joining the class by boat at the final destination of the group hike. 
Please discuss the workshop and any questionable details with us in advance with your 
concerns.  


